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Pop Quiz
Good luck.



Jenny is a 19 y/o

undergraduate in good

academic standing. She is

flatout broke. Is she eligible

to join UNT Moot Court?



You do not need to worry about paying any
expenses besides the cost of a suit. If you
make the team and cannot afford a suit,

please reach out to us.

Yes!



Greg is 26 y/o and double

majoring in music education

and sociology. He has no

experience but is in good

academic standing. Is he

eligible to join?



Double-majoring is not the same as receiving
a second Bachelor's, so you would be

eligible to join. We also welcome those who
are inexperienced in legal arumentation and

public speaking. We will teach you
everything you need to know!

Yes!



Joaquin came back to school to

earn another Bachelor's, this

time in history. He is in good

academic standing. Is he

eligible to join the team?



You must be an undergraduate student working
towards your first Bachelor to be eligible

to join the team.

No :(



Julia is a political science

major and mother to two

children. She is in good

academic standing. Is she

eligible to join?



Parents and non-traditional students are
welcomed on our team.

Yes!



T/F

You will be assigned a tryout

slot.



You must sign-up for a tryout slot and fill
out a tryout form. The link is on our

website.

False!



T/F

During your interview, we

will discuss your experience

with argumentation.



We will only ask questions to verify your
eligibility during your interview. We will
also not preculde you from the team because
you are inexperienced. We all had to start

somewhere!

False!



T/F

You are strongly recommended

to wear a suit to tryouts.



While you will need a suit for competitions,
at tryouts and practices, we encourage you

to dress in whatever makes you feel
comfortable and confident.

False!



T/F

You will give a 9-minute,

uninturrupted argument.



Your argument should be 8 minutes long, and
we will ask questions throughout.

False!



T/F

Returning members are

guarunteed a spot on the team.



Returning members must try out like everyone
else and are held to the same standard, if

not slightly higher.

False!



T/F

Returning members are advised

to sign up for a tryout during

the first week.



Returning members are strongly encouraged to
lead by example and sign up for a slot

during the first week. This will also give
newcomers more time to prepare.

True!



BASIC TRAINING
How to Write an Argument



How toHow to
Write anWrite an

ArgumentArgument
We believe in you!

You can do it!



read the case problem

decide on an issue (Commerce Clause or Due

Process)

decide on a side (Petitioner or Respondent)

Prewriting



Ask yourself the following questions:

What does the petitioner want to argue?

What does the respondent want to argue?

If you are unsure, check out the Beginning Your

Argument presentation on our website.

First Issue



Ask yourself the following questions:

What does the petitioner want to argue?

What does the respondent want to argue?

If you are unsure, check out the Beginning Your

Argument presentation on our website.

Second Issue

https://www.untmootcourt.org/how-to-moot


Case law must be used to back up your argument

This is a closed-case competition. You may not

use any cases besides those listed in the back of

the case problem and secondary cites. You may

not do outside research.

You do NOT need to read all the cases before

tryouts

Read as much as you can

Try summaries (case syllabus, Oyez.org)

Tackling Case Law

http://oyez.org/


Ask yourself the following questions:

Would the petitioner want to reverse or affirm?

Would the respondent want to reverse or

affirm?

If you are unsure, check out the Beginning Your

Argument presentation on our website.

Reversing and
Affirming

https://www.untmootcourt.org/how-to-moot


"We ask this court to [reverse/affirm] the decision

of the lower court for the following [two or three]

reasons. First, ... Second, ... [Third, ...]."

Consider using tests, like a standard of review, for

your main points

Preview
Statement



Justify main points using case law

There is no magic number, but aim for a

minimum of three for each point.

Your outline is not set in stone. Play around with it!

Remember IRAC: each point should include Issue,

Rule, Argument, Conclusion/Caselaw

Your Outline



Follow the template

Some personalization is okay

Your intro should be about 1 minute long

Your Intro



"Chief Justice, Associate Justices, and may it please the Court."

REQUIRED

"My name is ... and I address the [first/second] issue representing the [petitioner, Mr.

William DeNolf/the respondent, the United States]."

REQUIRED

"[Question before the Court, theory of the case]"

may be personalized

"We ask this court to [reverse/affirm] the decision of the lower court for the following

[two or three] reasons. First, ... Second, ... [Third, ...]." 

Intro Template



Aim for 8 minutes

You may use notes

You will be asked questions during your time

Meet with executives!

Running



Address the questions as soon as they are asked

Frontload with a quick answer, usually a yes or no

Why? Elaborate some.

Why? Use case law.

Transition back into your argument

No more than 30 seconds per question

Answering
Questions



2021 National Tournament Final Round

Visualize It

https://youtu.be/rBk5vYImtv8?t=1246


Kahoot
Second Issue, Case Problem

https://create.kahoot.it/share/issue-2-kahoot/b0047a7a-3c53-4681-addc-3217549b201b


Case Law
Second Issue



Jacobson versus Massachusetts (1905)

FA: In the midst of a smallpox epidemic, Cambridge,
Massachusetts mandated vaccines via a Massachusetts law
that allowed cities to do so. Jacobson, who did not have a
medical or religious exemption, refused to be vaccinated
and was fined.
IS: Did the vaccine mandate violate Jacobson's 14A right
to liberty?



No, the law was okay.

HO: The law was an exercise of state police powers and was
justified by the smallpox epidemic.



Buck versus Bell (1927)

FA: Buck, an institutionalized woman with a cognitive
disability that had been passed through her family for
three generations, was going to be sexually sterilized by
the state of Virginia. The state argued that this
involuntary sexual sterilization was necessary to prevent
the continuation of mental disabilities and for the well-
being of society as a whole.
IS: Did the Virginia statute deny Buck her due process and
equal protection of the Fourteenth Amendment?



No, the law was okay.

HO: Because the sterilization would not take place until
after a hearing and review by the multiple courts, per the
patient's request, the law did not violate procedural due
process as claimed by the petitioner.



Rochin versus California (1952)

FA: California police saw Rochin swallowing pills and
attempted to force him to throw up before taking him to a
hospital and then ordering a doctor to induce vomiting via
"stomach pumping." The two morphine capsules that he threw
up were used to convict him on possession.
IS: Did the police's procedure violate Rochin's Fifth
Amendment privilege against self-incrimination and
Fourteenth Amendment right to due process?



No, the procedure violated his rights.

HO: The Court compared the forcing of physical evidence
(the thrown up pills) to forced statements. The forced
physical evidence was (arguably) more invasive, yet
presumed to be allowed, so the Court created the "shocks
the conscience" doctrine.



Griswold versus Connecticut (1965)

FA: An 1879 Connecticut law prohibited the use of
contraceptives and allowed for both women taking
contraceptives and their doctors to be punished. Griswold
and other doctors who prescribed contraceptive devices
were fined under the "accessory" clause of the statute.
IS: Does the Constitution protect the right of marital
privacy? Do contraceptives fall under this right?



Yes and yes, privacy is protected

HO: The First, Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Ninth Amendments
all imply a penumbral right to privacy. This right to
privacy was violated when the state interfered with married
couples' decision to use contraceptives.



Cruzan versus Director, Missouri Dept. of

Health (1990)

FA: Cruzan was in a car accident and left in a "persistent
vegetative state." She was capable of breathing and pumping
blood on her own but she did not exhibit significant
cognitive function and could not swallow food or water, so
she relied on artificial nutrition and hydration
procedures. Her family wished to terminate the artificial
nutrition and hydration but needed court approval.
IS: Did the Fourteenth Amendment due process clause allow
Cruzan's parents to refuse life-sustaining treatment on her
behalf?



No, they were not allowed.

HO: Incompetent people cannot exercise the right to refusal
that would otherwise be afford to them. Their family may
refuse on their behalf, but not without "clear and
convincing evidence" that the patient would have wanted
refusal. Here, the evidence was not "clear and convincing"
enough.



Planned Parenthood of Southeastern

Pennsylvania versus Casey (1992)

FA: Pennsylvania allowed abortions (per Roe versus Wade)
but required informed consent, a 24 hour waiting period,
parental consent (for minors), and notification to the
husband (for married women). These requirements were
challenged as inhibiting the right to abortion.
IS: Do Pennsylvania's (alleged) restrictions on abortion
violate the right to abortion given in Roe versus Wade?



No, the law was okay.

HO: The Court upheld most of the provisions of the
Pennsylvania law (not the requirement to notify the
husband) and reaffirmed Roe, adopting a new standard of
whether there was an "undue burden."



Washington versus Glucksberg (1997)

FA: Glucksberg and others challenged Washington ban on
physician assisted-suicide for not allowing terminally ill
but competent adults the liberty to choose their death.
IS: Does Washington's ban on physician assisted-suicide
violate the Fourteenth Amendment due process clause?



No, the ban was okay.

HO: The Court created a substantive due process analysis
(1. "deeply rooted in this Nation's history and tradition"
2. "careful description") and found that physician
assisted-suicide was not a fundamental liberty because it
is an offense to national traditions and practices. Because
it is not a fundamental liberty, rational basis review,
which the state passes, applies.



Lawrence versus Texas (2003)

FA: While responding to a reported weapons disturbance,
police accidentally walked in on Lawrence and another man
engaging in a sexual act. Both men were arrested and
convicted of violating a Texas law that prohibited same-sex
sexual conduct.
IS: Does the law violate the Fourteenth Amendment equal
protection clause? What about the Fourteenth Amendment due
process clause?



No and yes, the law is not okay

HO: The Court acknowledged an avoidance of interfering with
private sexual acts between consenting adults, and found
consensual sex to be protected by substantive due process
of the Fourteenth. The Court overturned a previous ruling,
Bowers versus Hardwick.



Obergefell versus Hodges (2015)

FA: Obergefell and many others sued their respective state
agencies to challenge bans against same-sex marriage.
IS: Does the Fourteenth Amendment require the allowance of
same-sex marraige? Does the Fourteenth Amendment require
states to recognize same-sex marriage that was licensed in
another state?



Yes and yes, the bans are not okay

HO: The right to marriage is a fundamental liberty, and
there is no difference between same-sex and oppostie-sex
union as far as the benefits of legal recognition go. With
respect to the due process clause, rights should be
described in a "comprehensive sense," which differs from
the "careful description" called for in Glucksberg.



Raich versus Gonzales (9th Cir. 2007)

FA: The Controlled Substances Act blocked Angel Raich, a
seriously ill individual who uses medical marijuana, from
doing so for medical purposes under the recommendation of
her physician. The case was brought on remand to the ninth
circuit to address the other legal issues appellant
claimed, including necessity defense and substantive due
process. 
IS: Does Raich Satisfy the Requirements of the Common Law
Necessity Defense? Is Raich protected under substantive due
process?



Yes and yes, but not substantial

HO: While Raich satisfies the “factual predicate” for a
necessity defense, the court recognized Raich was
participating in a legally recognized harm and did not have
a likelihood of success for an injunction. Raich’s asserted
liberty interest also ignores the method involved in
preserving bodily integrity. Marijuana has not been
historically protected by the country at large and thus is
not viewed as an asserted right.



Questions?
Email EsmeraldaLopez3@my.unt.edu


